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lanesha hamler (never again jones)(june 7 1990)
 
well i love writing i think writing is my heroe may sound crazy but writing saved
me if i couldnt write i dont know where i be..I have a little issue though, i only
write when im angry or sad which makes my poetry mostly feeling if depression
worthlessness and sometimes suicide. i dont mean to be like that but when i
write poetry when im happy it doesnt seem good to me! i guess im just an emo
person but i have a good heart, spirit and mind.. TRUST ME!
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...And Nothing More
 
Theres Nothing else to do
i feel like im doing all i can do
too keep you happy,
 
sometimes i feel like im doing to much
over working myself
only to see at the end of the day
you dont appreciate it or even notice it
 
i feel like you disabled me from making
my own self happy.
im so drawn into you and your needs
you have me forgetting i even have needs
 
My mind is now tired of of thinking of
something new to entertain you with
 
My body is now sore from trying to be
your perfect image.
 
my heart is now broke from not feeling
loved in so long.
 
me as a person is now shattered from
from all the broken promises i have dealt with
 
i tell my self every day at the end it will be worth it.
 
but at the end of the day i find myself wondering
how could i ever love someone insensative!
 
im left with nothing to do. im will continue giving you
the best i got! And nothing More
 
lanesha hamler (never again jones)
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